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A B S T R A C T  

 

Due to the increasing use of concrete, researchers and engineers are constantly tried to improve 
its mechanical and physical properties as well as its efficiency. Hence, they have made use of the 
most diverse products and the most modern concere technologies. In the present study, oak bark 
ash and macro fly ash have been used as the most widely used pozzolans in the concrete 
industry. The parameters of concrete and the percentages of materials used in its structure 
remained constant, but different percentages of oak bark ash and macro fly ash have been added 
to the mix design. Brazilian method and bending strength of concrete was applied. The 
parameters of concrete density, concrete consistency, compressive strength, and tensile 
strength have been investigated..Therefore, the existing materials required necessary tests; 
based on obtained resulted, an optimal design for the concrete mix was introduced from which 
the necessary specimens were taken into consideration. Then, oak bark ash was used as an 
additive, in proportions of 0.2 and 0.4% by the total weight of cement, and macro fly ash was 
used to replace cement as a variable in various proportions of 5, 10, 15 and 20% by total weight 
of cement. Based on the existing variables and the control design, a total of 15 groups of mix 
designs were introduced. The statistical population includes 45 cubic specimens (15×15×15), 
and 45 cylindrical specimens (15×30) for tensile strength test using Brazilian method. Also 45 
bending beam specimens having dimensions of 10×10×50 were examined. Finally, after analysis 
of the obtained results, we dentified the superior mix design had the best performance and that 
both additives affected all studied parameters, including concrete consistency, density, 
compressive strength, tensile strength, and bending strength of concrete. However, macro fly 
ash had a great effect on the conrete strength. The obtained results also indicated that excessive 
use of any additive could have adverse effects on the mechanical properties of the concrete. 

doi: 10.5829/ijee.2021.12.03.08 
 

 
INTRODUCTION1 

 

The construction industry is growing at a very fast rate 

and modern technologies are developing to overcome 

various barriers in this industry. Concrete is one of the 

main materials used in this industry and may be made 

from different types of cement as well as pozzolans, kiln  

slag, admixtures, sulfur, additives, polymers, fibers, etc. 

Furthermore, the way concrete is made may depend on 

how heat, water vapor, autoclave, vacuum, hydraulic 

pressures, and various compressors are used. In line with  
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scientific developments and advances and the emergence 

of various technologies in the last century, our knowledge 

about concrete and its properties has significantly 

widened. Nowadays, different types of concrete are used 

which are made of different materials, each with its 

specific properties and applications [1]. To construct a 

building or structure, construction contractors assess the 

advantages of construction materials and substances and 

choose the best among them according to their quality, 

strength, and cost. The high strength of concrete has made 

it one of the principal construction materials. Since 
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architects and builders are interested in sustainable 

development, currently, sustainable materials and 

materials that have minimal impact on the environment  

are produced and used [2]. Chemical additives are 

produced by processing, mixing, or blending organic and 

inorganic materials in a chemical process and are added 

to the mixture in powder or liquid forms, and in small 

amounts, usually up to 5% of the weight of cement, at the 

time of construction and mixing or just before pouring 

concrete. Mineral additives, whether naturally occurring 

substances or industrial by-products, could be divided 

into three categories: neutral materials, pozzolans, and 

cement-like materials. 

Ramezanianpour et al [3] studied rice husk ash (RHA) 

as a by-product of the agricultural waste which contains 

high amount of silicon dioxide (SiO2) were mixed with  

cement to improve physical and chemical properties of 

concretes by incorporating optimal percentage of RHA. 

The compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, 

modules of elasticity, water permeability and rapid  

chloride permeability test were conducted. Results 

showed that concrete incorporating RHA had higher 

compressive strength, splitting tensile strength and 

modulus of elasticity compared with the control concrete. 

Kanthe [4] studied the effect of superplasticizer on 

strength and durability of rice husk ash concrete. Rath et 

al. [5] investigated on early age shrinkage of concrete 

with binary and ternary combination of fly ash and pond 

ash with addition of glass fiber. Kanthe et al. [6] 

conducted an investigation on stength of the concrete by 

addition of fly ash and rice husk ash. In addition, RHA as 

an artificial pozzolanic material enhanced the durability  

of RHA concretes and reduced the chloride diffusion. 

Riyad et al. [7] studied the effect of fly ash content on 

mechannical properties of stabilized soil at southwestern 

region of Bangladesh. To improve the properties of 

cementitious mixtures, they are generally added to 

concrete during mixing in volumes greater than 5% of the 

weight of cement [8, 9]. Fly ash is extracted from the 

exhaust gases of kilns with coal fuel and non-plastic and 

fine silt, which is a different composition based on natural 

coal fuel. Fly ash is one of the waste materials in thermal 

power plants. It is a byproduct of fuel combustion that is 

captured and collected by electrostatic precipitators or 

filter bags (or both) located at the place where furnace 

exhaust gases exist. The collected ashes are stored 

compactly until they are moved to a different place [10–

14]. This article aims to find out whether substituting 

volcanic ash for cement works and how oak ash affects 

concrete, and finally, it aims to introduce a better concrete 

design [15–19]. In this study, micro volcanic ash was 

used as one of the best alternatives to cement and oak ash 

to fill small spaces and reduce the porosity of concrete. 

The variables are different percentages of micro fly ash 

used instead of cement and different volumes of oak ash 

in the mix design. Finally, the produced concrete was 

tested for consistency parameters, compressive strength, 

and tensile strength using the indirect (Brazilian) method, 

and bending strength. 
 

 

LABORATORY TEST 

 

In the present study, oak bark ash was used due to its 

abundance in the Kurdistan region, and macro fly ash was 

used as one of the most widely used pozzolans in the 

concrete industry. The parameters of concrete and the 

percentages of materials used in its s tructure were 

constants, but different percentages of oak bark ash and 

macro fly ash were added to the mixed designs. The 

parameters of concrete density, concrete consistency, 

compressive strength, tensile strength using the Brazilian  

method, and bending s trength of concrete were 

investigated. To do this, the existing materials undertook 

the necessary tests, and based on the obtained data, an 

optimal concrete mix design was introduced from which  

the necessary samples were taken.  

Then, oak bark ash was used as an additive, in  

proportions of 0.2 and 0.4%, due to its very low specific 

weight (315 kg/m3), by total weight of cement, and macro  

fly ash was used to replace cement as a variable in various 

proportions of 5, 10, 15 and 20% (based on prior studies 

[7]). 

Based on the existing variables, together with the 

control design, a total of 15 groups of mix designs were 

introduced. The statistical population includes 45 cubic 

specimens (15×15×15), and 45 cylindrical specimens 

(15×30) for tensile strength test using Brazilian method, 

45 bending beam specimens having dimensions of 

10×10×50. Due to the use of Portland cement type 1, nine 

specimens were taken from each mix design and all 

specimens had undergone 28 days of necessary tests.  It 

is worth mentioning that a consistency test (slump test) 

was performed for each mix design at the time of 

sampling. 

 

Granulation of aggregates 

The mix proportions of coarse and fine-grained  

aggregates have been selected to comply with the grading 

range specified in ASTM C33. 

 

Cement 

The cement used in the concrete design of this study was 

Portland cement. Portland cement type I-425 of Urmia. It 

should be noted that the cement used must be completely 

healthy and its physical and chemical properties must 

comply with the specifications of AASHTO M85. 

 

Oak bark ash 

Due to the abundance of oak in the region and according 

to previous research on the types of ashes used in the 

concrete structure, in this study, oak bark ash was used as 

an admixture in concrete. The oaks used in this study were 

harvested from the forests around Baneh. 
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

 
Testing parameters 

The parameters of concrete density, concrete consistency, 

and compressive strength, tensile strength using the 

Brazilian method, and bending strength of concrete were 

investigated. To do this, first, the existing materials  

underwent the necessary tests and according to the 

resulted data, an optimal concrete mix design was 

introduced from which the necessary samples were taken. 

Then, oak bark ash was added to the cement as an 

admixture where the ratios of added oak bark ash to the 

weight of cement were 0.2 and 0.4%, and the ratios of 

macro fly ash, used to replace it as a variable, to the 

weight of cement were 5, 10, 15 and 20%. Based on the 

existing variables in general, together with the control 

design, totally 15 groups of mix designs were introduced. 

The statistical population includes 45 cubic specimens 

(15×15×15), and 45 cylindrical specimens (15×30) for 

tensile strength test using Brazilian method, 45 bending 

beam specimens having dimensions of 10×10×50. Due to 

the use of Portland cement type I, nine specimens were 

taken from each mix design and all specimens had 

undergone 28 days of necessary tests. It is worth 

mentioning that a consistency test (slump test) was 

performed  for  each  mix  design,  at  the  time  of 

sampling. 

 
Preparing samples 

Determining the mix proportions of aggregates 

The results of calculations and studies performed to 

determine the volume of materials required to produce 

one cubic meter of concrete with a requested specific 

strength of B=300kg/cm2 using the sampled materials and 

after conducting the necessary tests including  

granulation, moisture absorption test, the specific gravity 

and density of aggregates, Los Angeles abrasion test, 

Sand Equivalent (SE), fineness modulus, the percentage 

of defective aggregates (flaky and needle-shaped) and 

material components (chemical test) are given below. The 

concrete mix design was produced having the following  

proportions (Table 1). The cubical and cylindrical 

prepared samples are shown in Figure 1. 

 
 

Table 1. Percentages of the used aggregates 

Sample 

laboratory 
number 

Specifications of 

aggregates as stated by 
the client 

Mixing percentage 
of aggregates  

001 
Coarse gravel 

(Almond gravel) 35% 

002 
Medium gravel 

(Pea gravel) 13% 

003 
Fine-grained aggregates 

(Sand) 52% 

 

 
Figure 1. Processing of samples produced in a standard 

environment 

 

 

Determining the water/cement ratio 

Considering the target compressive strength and the 

environmental conditions to which the concrete structure 

is exposed, as well as the stability and durability of 

concrete and its permeability, and considering the 

technical recommendations of the Iranian Concrete 

Regulations, in the above design, this amount was 

considered maximum W⁄C=0.45. 

 

Final mix design for control samples 

Mix proportions of aggregates, cement and water (by 

weight) in one cubic meter of fresh concrete are listed in  

Table 2. 

The results of different tests are presented in Table 3. 

 

 

ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS 
 
Slump test  

As expected, the results of the slump test indicated that 

the utilization of oak bark ash in the concrete structure 

reduced concrete consistency, that is, using higher 

amounts of oak bark in the concrete structure resulted in  

less concrete consistency. Therefore, it should be noted 

that in higher percentages, the utilization of oak bark ash 

required a higher water/cement ratio, or using additives, 

especially plasticizers. After performing the slump test in 

all test groups, it can be concluded that due to its 

microscopic form, macro fly ash increased concrete 

consistency, but using it together with oak ash reduced its 

effectiveness. The highest decrease was observed in  

group 2 of the mix design, which was 21%, and the 

maximum increase was observed in group 7 of mix 

design, which was 22%. The maximum variation in the 

slump test was  between group 2 and group 7,  that is, 

39%. 

To sum up, it can be said that, on average, oak bark 

ash decreased concrete consistency by  17.5% and macro  

 

 
Table 2. Final mix design for control samples 

Weight of 

cement 
(kg) 

Coarse 

gravel  
(kg) 

Medium 

gravel  
(kg) 

O shnaviyeh 

sand 
(kg) 

Water 

(L) 

350 652 258 996 157.5 
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Table 3. The results of slump test, density test, compressive strength test, tensile test and bending strength test  

Bending strength 

test (MPa) 

Tensile  strength 

test (MPa) 

Compressive strength test 

(MPa) 

Density test 

(kg⁄m
3
) 

Slump test 

(cm) 

Mix design of 

concrete  
No. 

4.62 2.61 30.96 2454 7 MD1 1 

4.81 2.63 33.04 2471 6 MD2 2 

4.94 2.55 33.72 2486 5.5 MD3 3 

4.99 2.93 33.86 2439 7.5 MD4 4 

5.18 3.03 34.44 2421 8 MD5 5 

5.33 3.13 35.59 2403 8 MD6 6 

5.24 3.01 33.57 2388 9 MD7 7 

5.14 2.88 34.06 2462 7 MD8 8 

5.27 3.01 35.11 2445 7.5 MD9 9 

5.44 3.08 36.72 2428 8 MD10 10 

5.32 2.95 35.44 2412 8.5 MD11 11 

5.28 2.86 35.17 2448 6.5 MD12 12 

5.49 2.91 36.39 2431 6 MD13 13 

5.38 3.02 38.03 2419 6 MD14 14 

5.36 2.83 37.28 2408 5.5 MD15 15 

 

 
fly ash increased concrete consistency by 14.5%.  

However, these numbers changed when both additives 

were used simultaneously and when the volume of each 

additive changed (Figure 2). 

 
Density test 

In this study, after weighing and calculating the average 

weight of the specimens in different groups, it was 

observed that while using oak bark ash increased the 

concrete density by an average of 0.9%, macro fly ash, on 

average, reduced concrete density by 1.6%. In this study, 

the maximum density variation was observed between 

groups 3 and 7, which was 3.9% (Figure 3). 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Slump test results  

Compressive strength test of concrete 

The compressive strength test was conducted on cubic 

specimens at the age of 28 days and the results revealed 

that, compared to the control specimen, both additives 

increased the compressive strength of the concrete. The 

average increase was 7% for oak bark ash and 9.5%. for 

macro  fly  ash.  Simultaneous  application  of  both 

additives resulted in better performance so that in group 

13. The compressive strength increased by using both 

additives was 18.5%, which is the highest compressive 

strength  compared  to  the  control  specimen  (Figures 4 

and 5). 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Concrete density test results (ton/m3) 
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Figure 4. Test results for compressive strength of cubic 

specimens (15×15×15)  

 
 
Tensile strength test of concrete 

In the present research, oak bark ash had a dual function: 

when 0.2% of oak bark ash was added to the concrete, the 

tensile strength of concrete increased by 0.7%, but using 

more volumes of this additive reduced the tensile strength 

of concrete by 2.2%. On the other hand, the case differed  

completely for macro fly ash: its use increased the 

compressive strength in all groups, and the average rate 

of this growth was 13.5%. It is worth mentioning that 

using macro fly ash in amounts higher than 15% lead to a 

lower performance compared to its previous state. 

The test results of this research indicated that macro 

fly ash and oak bark ash had the least effect on the tensile 

strength of concrete. The largest difference, i.e. 18%,  was 

between groups 6 and 3. The test results also revealed that 

if both additives were used simultaneously, the 

effectiveness of macro fly ash would be higher than that 

of oak bark ash. We constantly observed an increase in  

tensile strength compared to the control specimen. Of 

course, increasing the amount of oak bark ash resulted in  

the least effectiveness. 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Bending strength test of beam specimens having 
dimensions of 10×10×50 by MPa  

Bending strength test of concrete 

The obtained results from the bending strength test 

indicate that oak bark ash by an average of 7% and macro 

fly ash by an average of 10.5% increased the bending 

strength of specimens in different groups. The 

simultaneous application of both additives has increased 

their effectiveness so that in group 13 we observed a 16% 

increase in bending strength compared to the control 

specimen. This test also revealed that using macro fly ash 

in amounts over 15% reduces the bending strength of the 

specimens. 

 
 
CONCLUSION 

 
After conducting all experiments and comparing their 

results, it can be concluded that overall, adding oak bark 

ash and replacing cement with macro fly ash increases the 

compressive, tensile, and bending strength of concrete. 

These additives fill the empty spaces inside the concrete 

structure and reduce concrete porosity and maximize its 

adhesion. The workability of macro fly ash is better than 

oak bark ash regarding all three parameters of mechanical 

properties; on the other hand, it should be mentioned that 

utilizing macro fly ash in amounts of more than 15% 

reduces its effect on mechanical properties. Furthermore, 

using more than the defined amount of oak bark ash 

decreases adhesion, and adding amounts higher than this 

has adverse effects on the mechanical properties of 

concrete. Finally, the improvement of the performance of 

the  specimens  in  different  tests  is  summarized  as 

follows: 

A. 17% reduction in the slump of mix design with oak 

bark ash as an additive  

B. 14% increase in the slump of mix design with macro  

fly ash as an additive  

3. 7% increase in the slump of mix design using both 

additives  

C. 1% increase in the density of mix design with oak bark 

ash as an additive  

D. 1.5% reduction in density of mix design with macro  

fly ash as an additive 

E. 0.5% reduction in density of mix design using both 

additives 

F. 7% increase in compressive strength of mix design 

with oak bark ash additive  

G. 9% increase in compressive strength of mix design 

with macro fly ash additive  

H. 11% increase in compressive strength of mix design 

using both additives  

I. 1.5% reduction in tensile strength of mix design with  

oak bark ash as an additive  

J. 13% increase in tensile strength of mix design with  

macro fly ash as an additive  

K. 11% increase in tensile strength of mix design using 

both additives  
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L. 7% increase in bending strength of mix design with  

oak bark ash additive 

M. 10% increase in bending strength of mix design with  

macro fly ash additive  

N. 13% increase in bending strength of mix design using 

both additives  
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Persian Abstract 

 چکیده

 ینبد آن را بهبود ببخشند و ییو کارا یزیکیف یکی،همواره در تالشند که بتوانند خواص مکان ینو مهندس ینبتن محقق ردبروز افزون کار یشبا توجه به افزا

از  یکیبه عنوان  فالیماکرو خاکستر اند. در مطالعه حاضر از خاکستر پوست بلوط و بتن بهره جسته یهایتکنولوژ ینترمحصوالت و مدرن ینترمنظور از متنوع

است،  یدهمخلوط اضافه گرد یهابه طرح خاکستر ماکرو فالیخاکستر پوست بلوط و  .ها در صنعت ساخت بتن بهره گرفته شده استپوزوالن ینترپر رونق

 یهابه طرحماکرو فالی خاکستر  مختلف از خاکستر پوست بلوط و یهادرصد یمصالح در ساختار آن ثابت بوده ول یریگبکار یبتن و درصدها یپارامترها

رار گرفته ق یبتن مورد بررس یو مقاومت خمش یلیبه روش برز یمقاومت کشش ی،بتن و مقاومت فشار یبتن، روان یچگال یهااست. پارامتر یدهمخلوط اضافه گرد

و نمونه یدهگرد یمعرف ینهطرح مخلوط بتن به یککسب شده  یهاوجود انجام گرفته و با توجه دادهمصالح م یالزم بر رو یشاتابتدا آزما منظور یناست. بد

، 5 یزانمماکرو فالی خاکستر و  یماندرصد نسبت به وزن س 4/0و  2/0 یزانبه م ی. در ادامه از خاکستر پوست بلوط به عنوان افزودنیدالزم از آن اخذ گرد یها

موجود در کل و به انضمام طرح  یاهریگرفته شده است. با توجه به متغ ردر نظ یرآن به عنوان متغ یگزینیجهت جا یمصرف یماندرصد از وزن س 20و  15، 10

 یآزمون مقاومت کشش یبرا 30×15 یاوانهنمونه است 45و  15×15×15 یمکعب ینمونه 45 یو جامعه آمار یدهگرد یگروه طرح اختالط معرف 15 شاهد مجموعاً

و  یدنمونه اتخاذ گرد 9از هر طرح اختالط  1 یپپرتلند ت یمانشد؛ با توجه به استفاده از س میعتج 50×10×10به ابعاد   یخمش یرنمونه ت 45 یلی،به روش برز

آزمون  یریگمخلوط و در زمان نمونه یهاطرح یذکر است که در همه یانالزم به عمل آمده است. شا یهاروزه آزمون 28 یآورها پس از عملنمونه یتمام

 یهر دو ماده افزودن یگذارعملکرد در طرح مخلوط برتر و اثر ینبدست آمده بهتر یهاداده یو پس از بررس یت. در نهااستبتن )اسالمپ( به عمل آمده  یروان

 یارگذخاکستر ماکرو فالی از اثرکه  یدبتن مشاهده گرد یو خمش یکشش ی،مقاومت فشار ی،گالبتن، چ یمورد مطالعه اعم از روان یهاپارامتر یهکل یبر رو

 .بتن را در بر داشته باشد یکیخواص مکان یبر رو یتواند اثر منفیها میاز حد هر کدام از افزودن یشنموده که مصرف ب یانب یناست. همچن اربرخورد یشتریب

 


